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New home buyers expect a beautifully
designed home with innovative features.
Exceed their expectations with a home
that is truly comfortable 365 days a year.

Pat. Pending

Comfort365
Provides a Comfortable Home at the Lowest Cost
Uniform Comfort Throughout The Entire Home
Attractive, Touchscreen Thermostat
Easy-To-Use Consumer Features
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A Truly Comfortable Home

Touchscreen Thermostat

A common problem found in two-story homes is the
uneven heating and cooling of the upstairs and
downstairs. During the summer, the upstairs is too
warm. During the winter the downstairs is too cool.
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The Comfort365 solves the
problem by automatically
controlling heating, cooling and
AIRFLOW in two-story homes
and providing upstairs and
downstairs comfort in all
seasons without a zoning panel.
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Your homeowners will appreciate the
attractive, touch screen thermostat with
high definition LCD display compared to
builder model, non-touch
thermostats installed in
conventional zoning.

Approved By Top Builders

The C365 thermostat monitors the downstairs and
upstairs temperatures and automatically adjusts the
modulating dampers so that more airflow is directed to the
area that needs it for a uniformly comfortable home Comfort on every floor, in every season.

Several top builders have recognized the benefits and
value of the Comfort365 and are now using and specifying
the Comfort365 for a number of new communities in
Southern California.

Lowest Installed Costs
Fewer components to install and wire means fewer
callbacks.

Eliminates Discomfort Caused by Zoning
In zoning, homeowners may feel and hear the significant
jump in airflow when the zoning system changes from
both zones calling to only one zone calling. This sudden
change in airflow can cause noise and discomfort. The
Comfort365 avoids this problem by gradually adjusting the
airflow - 2% every 2 minutes for continuous comfort.

Eliminates the installation of a bypass duct and bypass
damper in areas outside of California where bypass is
allowed.
No need to oversize the ducts.

Meets Title 24
Homeowner Features
Nighttime Airflow Option
The Nighttime Airflow Option
uses the upstairs sensor to
control heating and cooling calls
and directs more airflow upstairs
while sleeping. To optimize
comfort, homeowners can set the desired airflow level in
heating and cooling.
Airflow Override Option
The Airflow Override Option
enables homeowners to direct
more airflow to an area that
needs it. For example, during a
party, the homeowner may want
more airflow to the downstairs
area. The homeowner can easily set the desired airflow,
making that area more comfortable and enjoyable.
Easily Upgrade to WiFi
Upgrading to WiFi couldn’t be easier.
When the homeowner is ready to
upgrade to WiFi, the homeowner
simply plugs the WiFi version into the
same subbase on the wall. No need
to call out a contractor.
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Energy Savings
The Comfort365 saves energy by directing more airflow to
where and when it is needed eliminating overheating and
overcooling areas to make other areas comfortable. The
Comfort365 comes with a preset schedule for additional
energy savings.

Homeowner Resources
Homeowner resources are available
online at www.Comfort365USA.com,
including a consumer video describing
the features and outlining the
operation of the Comfort365.

5-Year Limited Warranty

ProZone

Comfort365
Upstairs

The Comfort365 has no effect on the HVAC equipment.
The equipment operates at its rated airflow and return
temperature.
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